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BIOL 330 Cell Biology 
 
Coordinator:   Dr. Jacqueline Monaghan  jm355@queensu.ca  
 
Instructors:   Dr. William Bendena   bendenaw@queensu.ca   Unit 1  
   Dr. Jacqueline Monaghan  jm355@queensu.ca  Unit 2 
 
TAs:   Collin Juurakko  11cj10@queensu.ca   
   Ana Ramos    ramosa@queensu.ca    
      
Lectures:   Mon  14:30 - 15:30  Biological Sciences Auditorium 

Tues  12:30-13:30  Etherington Hall Auditorium 
Thurs  11:30-12:30   Etherington Hall Auditorium 

 
Tutorials:   Wed  13:30-14:30  Stirling Hall A 

Fri  15:30 - 16:30   Stirling Hall A 
 
Textbook:   Lodish et al., Molecular Cell Biology, 8th Ed  

Topics:  Unit 1 – Cell structure   
• Cell types and specialized functions 
• Endomembranes and vesicular traffic  
• Cellular energy 
• Cytoskeleton  
• Cell cycle 
• Cancer  
• Apoptosis, Autophagy  
• Integration of cells into tissues 

Unit 2 – Genetic basis of cellular function   
• Genomes, chromosomes, genes, mutations 
• Transcriptional control of gene expression 
• Translation 
• Protein function, sorting, domains 
• Signal transduction 
• Techniques in molecular cell biology (microscopy, PCR, cloning, 

recombinant proteins, genetics)  
 

Assessments: 25%  Midterm exam  in class on Mon Oct 23 
40%  Final exam   during exam period 
15%  Online quizzes  6 dates; best 5 counted at 3% each  
  5% Assignment 1  due on Wed Oct 11 
15%   Assignment 2  due on Mon Nov 27 
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Course schedule at a glance 
Week 

(Monday) Lecture topics Tutorial Due 

1 
(09.11) 

Cell types and specialized 
functions 

  

2 
(09.18) 

Membranes and vesicular 
traffic   

3 
(09.25) Cellular energy T1: Article discussion  Quiz 1 

(due 09.25) 
4 

(10.02) 
Cytoskeleton, cell cycle, and 
cancer 

T2: Article discussion  Quiz 2 
(due 10.02) 

5 
(10.09) Apoptosis and autophagy  

Assignment 1 
(due 10.11) 

6 
(10.16) Integration of cells into tissues T3: Drop-in midterm review Quiz 3 

(due 10.16) 
7 

(10.23) DNA, chromosomes T4: Go over midterm Midterm Exam  
(in class on 10.23)  

8 
(10.30) 

Transcriptional control of gene 
expression 

T5: Using NCBI   

9 
(11.06) Translation, protein sorting T6: Using NCBI  

Quiz 4 
(due 11.06) 

10 
(11.13) 

Post-translational 
modifications, signal 
transduction 

 Quiz 5 
(due 11.13) 

11 
(11.20) Techniques 1  Quiz 6 

(due 11.20) 
12 

(11.27) 
Techniques 2 T7: Drop-in final review Assignment 2 

(due 11.27) 
 
Expectations:  Although the lecturers will provide the bulk of the course content, we want 

students to be independent in their learning. This course is more than just 
memorizing cell biology concepts - we will emphasize critical thinking and 
synthesis. Assignments are tailored to help you appreciate the scientific 
method in practice, including how experiments are designed and how 
results are interpreted. Students are expected to read the appropriate 
sections in the textbook and are encouraged to ask questions either in 
class or in the online forum. 

 
Online forum:  We encourage students to put their questions on the forum. Students who 

understand the material are encouraged to answer the questions of their 
peers. The forum will be monitored by the course instructors to make sure 
everyone is on track. For students still experiencing difficulties 
appointments can be set up by email. Participation in the forum can be a 
deciding factor on your final mark (eg. could be the difference between B+ 
and A-).  
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Tutorials:  Seven times this term you will have tutorial sessions that are designed to 
help you with the assignment and quizzes, as well as to better understand 
the course material.   

 
Quizzes:  Six times this term, a quiz will be released on Friday at 6:00PM and 

you have until 5:00PM the following Monday to complete it. Only 
those individuals with medical documentation will be allowed to complete 
a quiz outside of the quiz release time period. Quizzes are designed to 
give you an opportunity to show that you truly understand the course 
material. Emphasis is focused on deep understanding of concepts rather 
than memorization. You have 1 hr to complete the quiz.  The quiz can 
be completed in 30 minutes but one hour is allotted to accommodate 
individuals that have a special need for extra time. Some quiz questions 
are marked automatically, so it is important to be careful with spelling and 
to follow the instructions precisely. Don’t lose marks because you didn’t 
follow the instructions!!! The best 5 of 6 quizzes will be counted toward 
your final grade.  

 
  
Assignments:  Assignment 1: You will be assigned a scientific article to read as a class. 

A series of guiding questions and additional readings will help you to 
understand the article. You will then have two tutorials to go over the 
article in detail, including group exercises to help you understand the 
findings. At 6:00PM on Friday October 6, an assignment will be 
released based on this article. You will have until 11:30AM on 
Wednesday Oct 11 to complete it. Only those individuals with medical 
documentation will be allowed to complete the assignment outside of this 
release time period. The assignment can be completed in a few hours but 
several days are allotted to accommodate individuals that have a special 
need for extra time. 

 
Assignment 2: You will be assigned a different scientific article. At 
5:00PM on Monday November 13, the paper and assignment will be 
released. You will have until 11:30AM on Monday Nov 27 to complete 
the assignment. Only those individuals with medical documentation will 
be allowed to complete the assignment outside of this release time 
period. The assignment can be completed in 5 hours but several days are 
allotted to accommodate individuals that have a special need for extra 
time.  

 
Midterm:  Monday October 23, in class. Arrive on time: no latecomers. On 

material learned in weeks 1-6. It is important to understand the processes 
in the cell rather than just memorize them. This is perhaps different from 
how you have studied for courses in first and second year.  

 
Final Exam:  During the fall exam period (Dec 7 – 21). Will cover the entire course, 

with an emphasis on material learned in weeks 7-12.  
 
Absences:  Contact Dr. Monaghan as soon as possible if you are unable to take a 

test or hand in an assignment on time. It is the student’s responsibility to 
supply the appropriate documentation. 
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Grievances: The class will be provided with the correct answers to assessments such 

as quizzes and midterms. It is the student’s responsibility to contact Dr. 
Monaghan within 2 weeks of receiving a mark if there are any problems.  

 
Accommodations: Queen's University is committed to achieving full accessibility for people 

with disabilities. Part of this commitment includes arranging academic 
accommodations for students with disabilities to ensure they have an 
equitable opportunity to participate in all of their academic activities. If you 
are a student with a disability and think you may need accommodations, 
you are strongly encouraged to contact the Queen's Student 
Accessibility Services (QSAS) and register as early as possible.  For 
more information, including important deadlines, please visit the QSAS 
website at:  http://www.queensu.ca/studentwellness/accessibility-
services/ Accomodation letters are to be sent to Dr. Monaghan.  

 

Academic Integrity: Queen’s students, faculty, administrators and staff therefore all have 
responsibilities for supporting and upholding the fundamental values of 
academic integrity. Academic integrity is constituted by the five core 
fundamental values of honesty, trust, fairness, respect and responsibility 
(see http://www.academicintegrity.org) and by the quality of courage. 
These values and qualities are central to the building, nurturing and 
sustaining of an academic community in which all members of the 
community will thrive. Adherence to the values expressed through 
academic integrity forms a foundation for the "freedom of inquiry and 
exchange of ideas" essential to the intellectual life of the University. 

Students are responsible for familiarizing themselves with and adhering to 
the regulations concerning academic integrity. General information on 
academic integrity is available at Academic Integrity @ Queen's 
University, along with Faculty or School specific information. Departures 
from academic integrity include, but are not limited to, plagiarism, use of 
unauthorized materials, facilitation, forgery and falsification. Actions which 
contravene the regulation on academic integrity carry sanctions that can 
range from a warning, to loss of grades on an assignment, to failure of a 
course, to requirement to withdraw from the university. 

    
 
Turnitin:  Queen’s University has engaged the services of Turnitin to collect 

personal information on its behalf under the authority of the Queen’s 
University Royal Charter, 1841, as amended. Please read Turnitin’s 
Privacy Pledge, Privacy Policy, and Terms of Service (link below). The 
Terms of Service constitute a legal agreement between you 
and Turnitin so please read these documents carefully. Please note 
that Turnitin uses cookies and other tracking technologies; however, 
Queen’s has negotiated with Turnitin such that neither Turnintin nor its 
third-party partners will use data collected through cookies or other 
tracking technologies for marketing or advertising purposes. For further 
information about how you can exercise control over cookies, 
see Turnitin’s Privacy Policy (link below). By continuing to use Turnitin, 
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you consent to the collection, use and disclosure of your personal 
information as described above. Turnitin may provide other services that 
are not connected to the purpose for which Queen’s University has 
engaged Turnitin. Your independent use of Turnitin’s services is subject 
solely to Turnitin’s Terms of Service and Privacy Policy, and Queen’s 
University has no liability for any independent interaction you choose to 
have with Turnitin. 

    Terms: http://turnitin.com/en_us/about-us/privacy. 
Privacy Policy: http://turnitin.com/en_us/about-us/privacy#policy. 

Copyright:  The material in this course is the property of the instructor unless 
otherwise stated.  Third party copyrighted materials (such as book 
chapters and articles) have either been licensed for use in this course or 
fall under an exception or limitation in Canadian Copyright law. Copying 
this material for distribution (e.g. uploading material to a commercial third-
party website) can lead to a violation of Copyright law.  
More information: http://library.queensu.ca/copyright/students 

 


